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More Madd Capp Games 

A Graham Cracker Card Game To S’emble
For Happy Campers Ages 6 and Up

Where People Bear a Strange Resemblance 
To Their Dogs in a Canine-Catching Card Game

Contents & Directions

Shuffle. Play. Smile.
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Madd Capp™ Checkers… a new look for a classic game.

Madd Capp Checkers adds a strategic twist, more risk 
and more fun…it’s  “Checkers with POP!”  

What’s the twist? A unique dice popper means you can 
move your own checkers and even your opponent’s 
checkers. 

The challenge is MADDening!  

For Friends & Fans of Checkers . . . and The Beach !
You Scream    We All Scream    For Ice Cream

A Card Game For Frozen Treat Lovers Ages 6 & Up

  i screami scream
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For 3-13 players ages 6 & up. 
Game Playtime: Approximately 30 minutes.

Contents 
52 Ice Cream Cards

Object of the Game
To collect a set of 4 identical ice cream treats.

Preparing the Deck
Separate entire deck into 13 sets of 4 identical cards. Use 1 set 
of 4 identical cards for each person playing. For example, if 3 
people are playing, use 3 sets of 4 identical cards to play. Put the 
rest of the deck aside, as they will not be used during this game.

How to Play
Shuffle cards and deal out all the cards. Each player should only 
hold 4 cards in their hand throughout game play. Keep in mind, 
there is no taking turns in this game, everyone plays at the same 
time. It’s a flurry of frozen treats.
The game starts with all the players saying “YUM-YUM-YUM”. 
After which each player selects one unwanted card from their 
hand, puts it face down on the table and slides it to the player on 
their left. Everyone should quickly pick up the card they are 
passed, look at it, and determine which card in their hand will be 
passed next. Everyone repeats “YUM-YUM-YUM” and the passing 
continues.

When to Scream
When a player has collected a set of 4 identical ice cream treats 
they are to scream out loud, “I SCREAM” and slap their cards 
down in the middle of the table. The player that screams 
“I SCREAM” is given the first letter to the word “YUM”. Continue 
playing rounds until one player has completed spelling the word 
“YUM”. Keeping score can be done on a scrap piece of paper. 

Oops . . . 
If you accidentally scream “I SCREAM” in error you are 
penalized by taking away one letter in the word “YUM”. If you 
have no letters to take away, then you are given a negative letter. 
So be very careful and not overly eager.match appears. If you 
pound and win you are still in the game, if you don’t you are out 
of the game.
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